CHANGE LIVES WITH CHANGE

GIVE REAL CHANGE BY DONATING TO WHERE IT MAKES A DIFFERENCE INSTEAD OF SUPPORTING PANHANDLING

GIVE CHANGE WHERE IT MATTERS
Visit shortnorth.org/change-lives-with-change to contribute directly to area agencies who provide supportive services for homeless, addiction, and mental health.

DON'T SUPPORT PANHANDLING
If you are approached by a panhandler, simply acknowledge them with a smile and say, “No, sorry”. You are not being unkind by not giving them change. Help make real change by supporting agencies who improve the lives of those in need.

CALL FOR HELP
The Short North Alliance staffs a safety team of Ambassadors throughout the day and evening, every day except holidays. Call the Short North Arts District Ambassador Hotline at 614.636.5100 and a Short North Ambassador will meet the individual on the street within minutes.